**Summary of the study**

The research title is the ‘effect of using some enrichment activities in developing some written composition skills for the first grade preparatory students’.

The summary includes a statement of the research problem and its applications, identifying written composition skills for the first grade preparatory students which need to be developed, defining composition topics appropriate for the first grade preparatory students, and the effect of enrichment activities on written composition. It also includes results, recommendations and suggestions of the study. Following is a summary of the above.

Language is one of the most important means of communications among people. Written language in particular is so important, for it is used to write down meanings and thoughts, and it constitutes a reference for people in communication with others.

The relationship between activity and composition skills is evident in the various speaking and writing classroom activities performed by students. Such activities enable students to employ the language in written composition; it is through language that students speak together, discuss topics and edit files.